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Details of Visit:

Author: Touchstone
Location 2: Knightsbridge
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 21 Aug 2010 2.30pm
Duration of Visit: 1
Amount Paid: 200
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07966319320

The Premises:

Nice clean smart hotel in the Knightsbridge area.I had the room number, but Reception staff initially
quizzed me as the lift was adjacent to the Reception desk but allowed me to go up

The Lady:

Beautiful Thai girl with an incredible hour glass figure and a rear end that would do justice to JL
Long flowing dark brown hair, small tasteful tattoo on her tummy. Smartly attired in a figure hugging
short dress concealing a black bra and a skimpy thong  

The Story:

I had established a good rapport with Jasmine initially by e-mail and txt correspondence, and
learned that this was her first foray in escorting and that I would be her very first client (lucky me!)
She is very clear that she only wants to see clean and reliable men who will treat her well and with
respect. Arrangements had been made for me to meet her at a friends place in Earls Court, but her
friend let her down, so on her own initiative, Jasmin booked and paid for a hotel room for us to meet
! Upon meeting, Jasmine was a little nervous and having gained her confidence we settled down to
some serious love making
I won't go into the details - but she was very good and extremely passionate. Normally I would not
do a FR so as to keep her to myself, but she specifically asked me to do one for her, so as to gain a
client base - so I reluctantly agreed. Jasmine is seeking to build up a very small group of regulars.
Anyway I intend to be one, so I shall be back. I left and walked down Brompton Road still tingling
and on top of the world - thank you Jasmine !  
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